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ENTERPRISE

Why choose Seldon Core Enterprise?
Seldon Core Enterprise provides access to
cutting-edge, globally tested and trusted
open source MLOps software with the
reassurance of enterprise-level support.
Seldon Core is an industry-leading technology
trusted by a broad community of developers.
It has been deployed across hundreds of
organisations for thousands of different use
cases, driven by the community to provide
a robust solution.

Seldon Core Enterprise makes it faster and
easier for businesses to deploy ML models
and experiments at scale with the reassurance
and security of the additional layer of
enterprise support.
The platform is flexible and can fit into any IT
infrastructure across clouds and on-prem, as
it is both framework and platform agnostic,
meaning organisations can avoid being locked
into solutions from a single vendor.

Seldon Core stats:

5m+

INSTALLATIONS

100k+
ACTIVE NODES

10k+

ACTIVE CLUSTERS

2k+

STARS ON GITGUB

We love Open Source software but adoption isn’t free from challenges:
1.
Specific expertise
needed

2.
Warranties and
liabilities

Can be difficult to install
or lack user-friendly
interfaces that can limit
uptake across your team.

Popular OSS licenses do
not provide any warranty.

3.
Hidden costs

4.
Support

All software has costs
to run in production
including staff training,
systems integration
and customisations.

You can self manage
open-source software
and rely upon community
support, but this comes
with a higher risk of
unplanned downtime
or delays.
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What is Seldon Core
Enterprise?

Who is Seldon Core
Enterprise for?

Seldon Core Enterprise enables organisations to
extend ‘enterprise-readiness’ to every one of their
machine learning models. This means:

Seldon Core Enterprise is designed for any
organisation – those already using Seldon Core, or
who are considering adding it to their tech stack.

• A full SLA providing support and resources to
address any issue
• An enterprise-grade warranty and vendor support
• Direct, expert support from the developers
behind Seldon Core
• A dedicated Account Manager to track every
issue through to full resolution.
Seldon Core Enterprise provides total peace of
mind for your mission critical ML deployments.

Seldon Core Enterprise is for organisations
requiring:
• Coverage across any number of ML models
deployed plus unlimited users
• Additional assurances for models in staging
and production
• Confidence that their ML model deployments are
supported and protected.

The Seldon platform
Seldon is designed to simplify and accelerate the
process of deploying and managing your machine
learning models. Seldon bridges the gap between
your data science and DevOps teams so you can bring
models to market faster.
Seldon’s products have already helped to bring more
than one million unique ML models to production.
Seldon users report productivity gains of up to 92%,
saving tens of millions of dollars on their machine
learning projects.

For more information email
hello@seldon.io

Facebook
Linkedin
Twitter

Seldon’s product range also includes powerful tools
to manage and explain your models. Your data science
team can quickly verify deployments are working
correctly, monitor and review potential issues in
performance and better target future development
and investment for maximised returns.
Seldon Technologies Ltd was founded in 2014 with a
simple yet ambitious aim: accelerate the adoption of
machine learning to solve some of the world’s most
challenging problems. Since then we have attracted
over £10m in venture funding, allowing us to build a
community of highly-talented ML experts dedicated
to solving the challenges faced by every organisation
working with machine learning and AI.

